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CONTROLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK

CRITICAL CONTROLS QUESTIONS

Safeworking systems applied to protect 
personnel and plant 

 � Supervisor: I know what the specific RIM requirements are with respect 
to safeworking protection and network rules?

 � If total possession/occupation of track(s) is not available, it can be 
demonstrated that the highest order protection method available for the 
circumstances has been implemented?

 � I understand the equipment movements?
 � I understand the safe work controls to protect plant of the rail  

(i.e. coloured cones) 
 � I attended and understood the pre-brief? 

Worksite delineation planned to protect 
workers from other railway operations 
of impact 

 � I have been briefed by the safeworking protection officer for the site and I 
understand the protection in place for adjacent running lines?

 � Work is set up with clear separation from adjacent railway lines and 
physical protection in place where there is a risk of collision? 

 � Physical protection is in place to protect plant from striking other plant or 
workers or straying into areas adjacent to other tracks where a collision 
with a train may occur?

Safe systems of work applied when 
plant and personnel required to work in 
electrified area or close to services

 � I have signed onto the Isolation Permit where overhead power has been 
isolated?

 � I know the exclusion distances for the electrified service set by the asset 
owner?

 � I have set slew and height restricters on the plant I am operating and 
I have a qualified spotter in place to ensure I don’t breach exclusion 
distances?

All rollingstock to be operated to the 
network/owner operator standards 

 � Supervisor: The plant complies with the RIM’s Train Operating Conditions 
(TOC) and been added to their manual or waived?

 � Rollingstock is registered and have the right conformations on board i.e 
plantGUARD, TOC, Sticker?

Personnel is fit for work  � I am free of the effects of drugs, alcohol and fatigue for the rail safety 
worker role I am undertaking?

Rail personnel ate verified as competent  � I have a current RIW card and the competencies required?

Communication methods in place?  � I have the means to communicate with others involved in the rail 
operations?

 � I have access to secondary communication equipment?
 � I have access to additional resources i.e. batteries, detonators etc?

Use these prompts to assist you in discussing the Critical Controls for each  
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

This FSR Field Check only contains critical controls that can be checked in the field. 
Please refer to the FSR Control Standard for the full set of critical controls.

INTENT:  To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and events 
arising from rail operations
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